Abstract. Crack initiation and propagation conditions during a double
INTRODUCTION
Cohesive zone models are now extensively used for evaluating the failure conditions of interfaces in laminates or bonded joints. They allow evaluating the development of cohesive stresses along the crack propagation path and are relevant for analysis of both crack nucleation and propagation conditions under monotonous loading. More advanced models are now proposed to deal with fatigue, creep or ageing damage of the interface so that more complex loading configuration can be analysed for the structure itself. Today, these models have been studied extensively from a theoretical and numerical point of view and several contributions have been proposed to compare the influence of the chosen CZM on failure load prediction for example.
Indeed, the CZM are still generally identified rather than measured so that the interface separation law shape is still chosen an empirical manner based on expected global behaviour. Bilinear shape is chosen for brittle like behaviour and trapezoidal shape when ductile behaviour is expected. This approach is clearly not appropriate and some efforts have been devoted to the development of specialized experimental techniques for measuring a precise manner the interface separation law (viz. cohesive stress versus displacement jump across the interface). These characterization protocols make use of new specimen geometry or loading system or using standard specimens utilize new analysis techniques. In the following we will concentrate on such new development and focus on the identification of CZM under mode I loading configuration with the Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) test. The traditional technique for "measuring" interface separation law from DCB crack propagation experiment generally consists in identifying the parameters of the CZM using numerical fitting procedure using the global applied force versus opening displacement evolution. Such protocol generally results in poor sensitivity on the global shape of the interface separation but allows precise evaluation of the interface fracture energy. Recently several attempts have been made to implement the digital image correlation (DIC) technique for more precise evaluation of the CZM. The side of the specimen is observed to measure the surface displacement of both adherents in the vicinity of the crack tip. It is expected that more numerous experiment data will improve the global sensitivity of the CZM and crack tip position identification. More original and sophisticated protocols have also been proposed such as the J (θ) method which is based on clever derivation of the J integral and direct measurement of the crack tip opening displacement and specimen end rotation. With this protocol no assumption concerning the CZM shape is required and the J (θ) method effectively provide direct estimate of the interface separation law which can be implemented also under mixed mode condition. Similar evaluations have been also obtained by using the effective crack length method leading to a more straightforward evaluation of the CZM. Finally, the use of strain gages for monitoring the development of damage along an interface in bonded joint or laminate have been recommended for a long time since such measurement seems to provide easy implementation and high sensitivity to damage detection. However, only recently, a direct CZM reconstruction scheme from backface strain monitoring during crack propagation experimental have been proposed while classical CZM identification procedure are generally used. However, direct CZM reconstruction methods are generally limited to simple monotonous loading configurations, direct evaluation of interface separation law under stationary, fatigue or environmental coupling still appears difficult at this step.
However, some works have been conducted for cohesive zone model parameters sensitivity and identification. Alfano and Fugiuele [1] have compared experimental data from mode-I crack test of adhesively bonded joints, with those obtained by modeling adhesive layer with exponential intrinsic cohesive zone model, bi-linear and trapezoidal. A good agreement be-tween experiments and simulation has been obtained and show that energy release rate is the only influencing parameter during propagation phase. They also show that bi-linear and exponential laws well reproduce the primer phase behavior, while trapezoidal law overestimates peak force at which propagation appears. Although critical energy release rate and maximum cohesive laws stress are often seen as most important parameters towards model outputs, Waas and Gustafson [2] concluded with kriging method that, maximum cohesive law stress does not significantly influence model outputs for crack tests like double cantilever beam and end notched flexure type. In addition, several authors have proposed cohesive zone model identification methods. Two approaches are worth noting: the first known as direct which makes no assumptions about law's shape, the second called indirect, imposing law's shape whose parameters are calibrated by minimizing a cost function that measure metric between numerical and experimental observations. In the first case, Sorensen and Jacobsen [3] have adopted Li and Ward [4] approach to successfully measure cohesive zone law by deriving energy release rate J with respect to the CTOD. For the second approach, Valoroso and Sessa [5] identify a posteriori an exponential law whose parameters are re-calibrated compared to experimental data. It should be noted that formulation of cohesive zone model mentioned above is made such that damage is embedded in that it corresponds to stiffness variations. They are used for materials with elastic/elastic-plastic time independent behavior. Here we focus on such material type.
In this article the crack initiation and propagation during double cantilever beam test under monotonous loading is simulated considering elastic perfectly plastic interface separation law. The classical force versus opening displacement curves are evaluated and compared with a theoretically derived form. Additionally the specimen end rotation and crack tip opening displacement as required by the J (θ) technique is conducted too. The sensitivity of J (θ) experimental techniques to the CZM parameters is evaluated and reconstruction of the CZM with the various techniques is conducted.
ELASTIC PLASTIC COHESIVE ZONE MODEL
Cohesive zone model consist of an interface phenomenological law represented by a relationship between cohesive stress and displacements jump at the bonding line. First models were derived by Barenblatt [6] and Dudgale [7] in 60's and since then, many models were proposed for fatigue, ageing and complex loads. Here we focus on an elastic-plastic cohesive zone model used as interface law for initiation and crack propagation during a mode-I fracture between to substrates assembled by structural adhesive e.g. for the double cantilever beam test.
Figure 1 Elastic Perfectly Plastic cohesive zone model
In figure 1 is illustrated a perfect elastic-plastic cohesive zone model. This model, as its name suggests, can be divided in two parts: elastic and plastic. The elastic part is characterized by two parameters and linked by the initial stiffness , and the second part depends on and strain at break . According to strain partition principle, total strain can be written as the sum of an elastic reversible instantaneous part, and a second one where all dissipation processes are embedded. Here, we consider that this dissipation is provided by plastic phenomena. In addition, in order to take into account damage evolution, Kachanov damage evolution is used in term of mechanical property deterioration. Then, damage is represented here, by the secant stiffness decreasing at each load step. Concerning energy aspects, cohesive zone model formulations are made such that, the critical energy release rate is equal to the area under the law curve.
G = σ ε dε
In our case, the energy can be partitioned into elastic and plastic energy such that = + . In table 1 is represented quantities defined above and their formulation.
DCB MODELING USING ELASTIC-PLASTIC COHESIVE LAW
Double cantilever beam test is the common one to measure fracture energy in adhesively bonded joints. It sample consist of two adherents assembled by adhesive and loaded in order to initiate and propagate cracks. Standards like ASTM D5528 and ISO 25217, provides different data reduction techniques to compute fracture energy.
Parameters
Formulation Definition Timoshenko beam kinematics is used and springs follow a perfect elastic-plastic cohesive law. Then, cohesive stress can be seen as foundation reaction force due to opening load at the end-beam load point. In addition, the length of the bonded part is ' − ( and the two slabs located at specimen right end are left unbounded over a distance equal to ( and considered as the initial crack length.
Constitutive equations
Specimen deformation is evaluated at each step of the experiment by solving local beam equilibrium and constitutive equations as presented below: Combining equations (1) and (2) on one hand, and equations (2), (3) and (4) in the other, the driven equations for double cantilever beam test modeling obtained are expressed as follows :
Numerical resolution and algorithmic aspects
Normal displacements along beam and opening force at beam right end is conducted by solving equations (6) and (7) which are a PDE system with bending moment and displacements as unknown variables. χ * is computed at each step using expressions and conditions in (5). Concerning resolution method, a finite difference method is used to approximate first and second derivatives: for first derivatives, a backward scheme is used and for second derivatives, a centered second order scheme. Then, at spatial coordinate R S and R STU = R S + ΔR , where ΔR is the spatial step one, can write:
Equations (6) and (7) can be rewritten as:
On can remark that (9) and (10) can be resume in a matrix system as follow:
Concerning boundary conditions at beam right side, an imposed displacement is applied and for beam left side, beam on elastic foundation conditions type is adopted. Defining a compliance matrix as C, relation between normal displacements and rotation firstly, and shear force and bending moment in second, can be expressed according to degree of freedom allow in our configuration. Then, we obtain:
Below is illustrated the generic algorithmic scheme that was developed for double cantilever beam test using cohesive zone model as interface law. Three computations level appears depending on which part of the code is activated. Level 0 is related to raw data, level 1 to loop initiation, level 2 when the code operates inside the loop and finally level 3 when the stopping rule allows getting out the loop. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, are shown numerical results obtained from a double cantilever test simulation using an elastic perfectly plastic cohesive zone model as interfacial behavior for adhesive layer. We consider Aluminum substrate as Timoshenko beam with 70e9 Young modulus, 0.3 Poisson ratio and 200 mm length. In addition, a 30 mm initial crack length is defined and the specimen is 10 mm thick and 15 mm of width. For the cohesive zone model, three parameters are taken into account: Young modulus E , maximum local σ # $ stress and strain at break ε # $ . Initial values are respectively set to 2GPa, 50MPa and 6.85%. Opening force P and opening displacement Δ at the specimen right end are computed, as energy release rate J using J-integral formula and apparent crack length. Finally, a constant rate displacement load is applied at specimen right end in order to charge it in Mode-I for initiation and crack propagation. Results are compared to analytical formula provided by single beam theory approach.
Figure 4 Opening force versus Opening displacement
In Figure 4 is shown the opening force according to the opening displacement load. The curve presents three different parts. The first one is linear and is referring to fast processes like those of elastic behavior and can be related to cohesive zone model elastic part. The second one is characterized by the loss of linearity and corresponds to the plastic part of the CZM. And the last part is related to the crack propagation. For this last, an analytical formula derived from single beam theory allow to relate P and Δ using simple beam theory (Eq. 11), the curve provided by this formula is illustrated by the cyan dotted lines and perfectly match our P (Δ) crack propagation evolution. Figure 5 shows three parts also, and they are related to same processes as for P (Δ) evolution. However, a point has to be made concerning the propagation part. In fact, we assume in this paper a stationary propagation which induced a constant energy release rate during this phase and equal to the area under the cohesive zone model which should be an assumption made when loading speed is low. On can also remark that J becomes constant at Δ = 0.5mm and at this value in Figure 4 , the force reached his maximum value P # $ = 1.1 kN. Such facts that can be seen as crack propagation criteria. In Figure 6 is represented the same quantity J plotted in terms of crack opening displacement δ, only crack initiation phase is represented because of during propagation phase, we assume that J is constant. According to J-integral approach theory, J is written as path independent contour integral as:
J z σ. dδ { Then, according to cohesive zone model shape, we can mention two essential parts of J (δ evolution. In fact, the first part of CZM is the elastic one represented by an affine curve, then its integral should be a parabolic type curve, as we see in Figure 6 first phase. Using the same idea, CZM plastic is constant then its integral is a line as illustrated below. In conclusion, the modeling strategy used here by considering DCB specimen as Timoshenko beam lying on elastic perfectly plastic foundation through a Winkler type approach shows good agreement between analytical result provided by J-Integral approach and his computed evolution. The same accuracy can be found on crack propagation phase on Figure 4 , where numerical results perfectly matched the theoretical evolution. 
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis in order to quantify how CZM parameters affect J (δ) evolution is conducted. For this, as influence indicator, we use gradient of J according to parameters and a weight factor is affected to each gradient in order to avoid units and scale gap as shown in Eq. 12. However, regarding to curve partitioning aspects discussed above, it's convenient to compute these quantities, first for the elastic part and second for the plastic phase. Such approach is chosen to facilitate cohesive zone model parameters identification, when coupling between parameters can be negligible or inexistent. Where, … and † are respectively parameters initial values and corresponding J values. Parameters p1, p2, p3 and p4 corresponds respectively to ‡ , , ˆ , and . We can see as shown in Figure 7 that adhesive thickness and Young modulus are the most important parameters in the elastic part. Nonetheless, we can also assume that adhesive thickness can be accurately measured and then his influence could be neglected. Young modulus is then the only driving parameter during the elastic phase as it could be expected. But sensitivity in plastic zone shows that p2, p3 and p4 have an influence on J response and a coupling between them should be taken into account. In this article, only p2 and p4 e.g. and taken separately are considered.
CZM parameters confidence interval
Cohesive zone model parameters identification is performed using minimization of a cost function with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in elastic and plastic part. Young modulus is identified in the first one and maximum stress and critical opening strain in the later. For this, synthetized experimental data are built by adding to simulated ones Gaussian noise with standard deviation of 10. In addition, random CZM parameters values are injected as seed for the model and asymptotic standard deviation is computed when convergence rule is satisfied. Parameters convergence and residuals evolution are provided in Figure 8 , 9 and 10. Ratio between standard deviation and fitted parameters are reported in 
CONCLUSIONS
Crack initiation and propagation conditions during a double cantilever beam test under constant rate loading were investigated. Elastic-plastic cohesive zone model was considered to represent the interface separation law. A finite difference model was derived to evaluate the applied force versus specimen opening evolution and the parameters effect on energy release rate based on J-integral approach. Asymptotic standard deviation obtained from an optimization process, provide tight confidence interval. Since J could be measure with three parameters which is force, quantifiable with the traction machine and cross section rotation measurable with inclinometers, a cohesive zone model could be obtain using J first derivative according to crack opening displacement. The latter is also accessible from digital image correlation. Future works must be devoted to more sophisticated sensitivity index estimation like those stochastic for example, and a comparison with experimental data in order to validate such model.
